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Community Operations Branch

CI Operations Specialist V
111597 (2) SR-NA

Canteen Section
CI Operations Specialist III
111537 (2) SR-NA

CI Operations Specialist
103426 (1), 111471 (3) SR-NA

CI Operations Specialist
106883 (2) SR-NA

CI Light Truck Driver
103143 (1) SR-NA

Delivery/Warehouse Section
CI Operations Specialist
103146 (1), 106469 (2), 106472 (1), 109313 (1), 112139 (2), 112872 (3) SR-NA

CI Operations Specialist
103146 (1), 106469 (2), 106472 (1), 109313 (1), 112139 (2), 112872 (3) SR-NA

Labor Contracts Sub-Section
CI Operations Specialist II
103159 (2), 106467 (3) SR-NA

Agribusiness Section
CI Operations Specialist
106883 (2) SR-NA

Special Projects Section
CI Operations Specialist III
109316 (1) SR-NA

CI Operations Specialist
106883 (2) SR-NA

CI Operations Specialist
103146 (1), 106469 (2), 106472 (1), 109313 (1), 112139 (2), 112872 (3) SR-NA

Hawaii Island (HI) Operations Section
CI Specialist III
109317 (1) SR-NA

HI Furniture Sub-Section
CI Operations Specialist II
109315 (2) SR-NA

CI Operations Specialist
109316 (1) SR-NA

CI Specialist III
109317 (1) SR-NA

HI Canteen Sub-Section
CI Operations Specialist
103141 (3) SR-NA

CI Specialist
109316 (1) SR-NA

HI Labor Contracts Sub-Section
CI Operations Specialist
103139 (2), 112871 (2) SR-NA

1/ Positions Exempt.
2/ Positions 103159, 103159, 106469, 106883, 109315, 111537, 111597, 112139, and 112871 are Exempt NTE 12.31.2020.